Malaysia's Best

My Quest To Tap On The Power of Sex! Let Google Unleash the Fury
Somehow, I believe that there are still doubts that sex does work when it comes to attracting traffic. Don&rsquo;t get me
wrong &ndash; I&rsquo;m not the pioneer of this nor do I have huge success over the matter.
I have decided to increase my crummy unique hits over my website from 80/90-ish uniques per day to possibly 1,000
uniques by Christmas. My tactics &ndash;
1. Change my site&rsquo;s title from &lsquo;Michael Woo Business Ideas Tech Make Money Online Malaysian News
Blog&rsquo;
TO
&lsquo;Michael Woo Business News Make Money Online Malaysia Sex Blog&rsquo;
I have decided to forgo the word &lsquo;Tech&rsquo; because it has no significance when it comes to search engine
traffic. I&rsquo;m targeting &lsquo;Malaysia Sex Blog&rsquo; traffic and hopefully Google will list my site as number 1
&ndash; there is no direct hit on the number 1 spot yet by other blogs.
2.Delete MichaelWoo.net from my current MyBlogLog account and create a new account with a nice sexy picture. If you
don&rsquo;t believe that I have got 3,000 page views, take a look at the screenshot below (I got more than 3,900 page
views)

3. Disguise myself as a sexy vixen in forums, social media sites, etc&hellip;
Here are my thoughts on some pressing issues:
1. On credibility &ndash; Adam said that it might affect my credibility in the long run which I totally agree. But if this works
and I get enormous traffic, I think that would be a higher priority
2. On blog ethics &ndash; There would be no &lsquo;pornographic&rsquo; pictures on my blog, just sexy ones and
comments are most welcome.
3. On creating a sustainable relationship with other blogs &ndash; I bet that this would be a hot topic to discuss as
it&rsquo;s general and it&rsquo;s also basic knowledge.
Last but not least, I might fail miserably and here are some things that are at stake:
1. Credibility
2. Traffic
3. Reader&rsquo;s loyalty
4. Friends or Foes
5. Heavy criticism
The bet is high and here are some comments on my previous post:
xBrain and Edward got huge success when they used a sexy picture as their MyBlogLog avatar.
Wayne Liew sees this as a huge gold mine while Adam thinks that it will hurt your credibility in the long run.
Preblogging on the other hand would like to &lsquo;spice up&rsquo; her MyBlogLog profile.
What do you think?

http://michaelwoo.net
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